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In Indonesia, public asset privatization policy has been valid since the Oil and Gas Law 
Number 22 the Year 2001. The objectives of this research were: (1) To determine the 
criteria for public assets according to the idea of Syekh Taqiyuddin An-Nabhani., (2) To 
find out the Islamic economic analysis of the idea of Syekh Taqiyuddin An-Nabhani on 
the privatization of public assets. The data source of this research is secondary data, 
which were taken from literature and books from research correlating to the object of 
this study and other required data. The data analysis in this research is descriptive. 
First, various data collected were analyzed using content analysis technique (content 
analysis), then the study and analysis of the data are carried out to obtain the 
conclusions. After conducting the research and analysis, it is concluded that (1) Syekh 
Taqiyuddin An-Nabhani classifies public assets based on the types of ownership, 
namely public ownership and state ownership, (2) Islam strongly prohibits the 
management of public assets through privatization. However, it is returned to the State, 
and its use by the public is permitted by shara'. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Islam is a universal and comprehensive religion. The perfection of Islam in regulating all aspects of human life encompasses the 
spiritual aspect and the Muamalah aspect, including economic, social, political, law, and so forth (Mawardi, 2007; Janin & 
Kahlmeyer, 2015). One of the economic issues that are regulated is the issue of public assets ownership through privatization. 
Privatization, in a broad sense, as suggested by Kay and Thompson (1986), is a "means of changing relationship between the 
government and private sector" (privatization is a way of changing the relationship between the government and the private 
sector). Meanwhile, Pas, Lowes, and Davies define privatization in a narrow sense, namely the denationalization of industry, 
changing from government ownership to private ownership (Pas, Lowes, & Davies, 1998). 
Privatization is the transfer of ownership of assets that the State previously controls to private property (Lane & Kinser, 2011). 
For the asset, ownership refers to the privatization of collective property. Syekh Taqiyuddin An-Nabhani criticizes the privatization 
of public assets (public ownership), which came out from the ideology of Capitalism-Liberal, then he offered solutions and views 
of Islamic Economics in the ownership issue itself. 
In Indonesia, the privatization policy of public assets (natural resources) has been going strong since the Oil and Gas Law 
Number 22 the Year 2001. Since then, the public has been treated by various chaotic information regarding oil and gas management 
almost every year. Philosophically, the passage of the oil and gas law as a background for the privatization of public assets is a 
policy that is contrary to the 1945 Constitution, especially Article 33, because of the practice of privatization that occurs many 
natural resources are controlled and enjoyed by only a handful of people (Marlina, Juliana, Adila & Rabbani, 2019).  
According to BPMIGAS, Indonesian Oil and Gas Management Agency, (2012), there are 29 blocks of 72 Oil and Gas (Migas) in 
the country which contracts will expire until 2021. There are Block Siak (Riau) with the operator Chevron Pacific Indonesia, which 
will expire in 2013, Mahakam Offshore Block (East Kalimantan) with operator Total E&P Indonesia (2017), Sanga-Sanga Block 
(East Kalimantan) with contractor VICO and Southeast Sumatra Block, which is managed by CNOOC (2018). In addition, in the Bula 
Block (Maluku) with the Kalrez operator (2019), the South Jambi B Block managed by Conoco Phillips (2020), and the Muriah Block 
(Central Java) managed by Petronas (2021). 
Government policies have consistently favored private companies, both local and foreign, so there have been many reactions 
from the public. For example, in 2012, 3 cases came to public attention due to government policies that took sides with foreigners, 
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including the Siak Block Case in Riau, which was eventually asked to be managed by BUMD, the Tangguh Block case in Papua, which 
was exchanged for the "Gelar Kesatria Salib" and the most shocking case was the Mahakam Block posed a threat of "disintegration" 
from the people of East Kalimantan to separate from Indonesia if the Mahakam Block was still given to foreigners (BPMIGAS, 2012). 
Thus, the problems in this research are: (1) What are the criteria for public assets according to the idea of Syekh Taqiyuddin An-
Nabhani? (2) How is the analysis of Islamic economics on the idea of Syekh Taqiyuddin An-Nabhani regarding the privatization of 
public assets? 
2. RESEARCH METHODS 
This research is included in library research (Nazir, 1998). In conducting research, both field research and library research requires 
an accurate method so that the results can be accepted academically and scientifically. Several techniques are used in writing 
scientific papers: (1) Deductive, namely disclosing general data related to the problem under the study, then analyzing it so that 
specific conclusions can be drawn. (2) Inductive, namely disclosing and providing specific data, then the data is interpreted so that 
a general conclusion can be drawn. (3) Descriptive, which explains what is, thereby giving an overview of the research. From some 
of the scientific writing techniques above, this research used two writing techniques: (1) Deductive Method, which collects general 
principles to be elaborated and draws specific conclusions. (2) Analytical Descriptive Method is a way of collecting data that is 
considered to be related to the problem under study and then described systematically. 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
3.1 The form of public assets according to Syekh Taqiyuddin An-Nabhani 
According to the idea of Syekh Taqiyuddin An-Nabhani, the discussion on public assets is discussed in the ownership chapter 
(milkiyyah), which is collective property. Ownership is one of the pillars of Islamic economics. The determination of ownership 
(milkiyyah) is one of the pillars because by nature, humans have the right to utilize existing assets for the benefit of their life 
(Yusanto & Yunus, 2009). 
According to Al-Habibi (2008), the term "ownership" comes from the Arabic word "milk", which means property. The term 
"milk" might refer to having something and being able to act freely against it (Hasan, 2015; Razak & Saupi, 2017). The term "milk" 
can be defined as an ikhtisas that hinders others, according to the shari'ah, which justifies the owner of the ikhtisas to act (tasharruf) 
against his belongings at will, unless there is a barrier to possession (as-Suyuti, 1983; Ishaq, 2015; Khalid, Nyborg, & Khattak, 
2015). It hinders having it, maybe because it is not included in the people allowed to manage it, such as children (as-Suyuti, 1983). 
As for the forms of public assets according to the idea of Syekh Taqiyuddin An-Nabhani (1996) are as follows: 
3.1.1 Public Facilities 
According to Syekh Taqiyuddin An-Nabhani (1996), what is meant by public facilities is everything considered in the interests of 
humans in general. In this case, the Prophet SAW once said which set the limits of public facilities. From Ibn Abbas, RA (n. d., as 
cited in Al-Bani, 2005), said that the Prophet SAW said: 
 
نلار ال ىف الالكء والماء وا ث  مسلمون رشاكء ىف ثال  
"Muslims are allied (have equal rights) in three ways; fields, water, and fire" (HR. Abu Dawud). 
 
In another history, Ibn Abbas RA said that the Prophet SAW said: 
 
ىف الالكء ال ث  رام مسلمون رشاكء ىف ثال نلار وثمنه ح والماء وا  
"Muslims are allied (have equal rights) in three ways; fields, water, and fire" (HR. Anas). 
 
It was narrated by Ibn Majjah (n. d., as cited in Yazid, 2015) from Abu Hurairah RA that the Prophet SAW said:  
 
عنالماء والالك ار ثالثة ال يمن ء وانل  
"There are three things that will never be forbidden (for anyone to have); water, fields and fire" (HR. Ibn Majjah) 
 
Syekh Abdul Qadim Zallum also explained that what is meant by public facilities is public property, which includes the first 
type of public facilities needed for all Muslims in daily life. If there is not there, it causes disintegration, such as water. Rasulullah 
SAW has explained the characteristics of these public facilities, and he explained them in detail and perfection. This refers to the 
Prophet SAW's hadiths regarding the public facilities themselves (Zallum, 2004). 
Water, pasture, and fire were the first treasures allowed for humankind. They unite in it and prohibit them from owning any 
part of this public facility because it is the right of all Muslims (Dariah, Salleh, & Shafiai, 2016). A people may come down to get 
drinking water on their way, as well as stop in a part of the desert area that is overgrown with plants-where Allah SWT has grown 
it for their livestock-provided that the area is not an area that someone has cultivated, is not planted, and also not the source of 
drinking water (i.e., the area belonging to someone who has arrived there first) and not belonging to someone specifically, so that 
other people besides him may not have it, but is an area where they drink their livestock, a place to replenish their drinking water 
supply, as well as the small animals, were there (Zallum, 2004; Hasan, 2015). 
For this first category, where everyone is unionized, this treasure is not limited to the three types mentioned in the above 
hadiths. Still, it includes every object in which there are characteristics of the public means themselves. 
Rasulullah SAW had let the people of Khaibar and Taif have their wells privately. They drank from the wells, fed their animals 
and livestock, and watered their gardens. Rasulullah SAW allowed them because the well was small and not related to public 
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facilities. By combining these two types of hadith, it is clear that water becomes public property when it comes to public means 
and is forbidden to own it privately. However, if the water is scarce and not related to public facilities, it is permissible for someone 
to own it privately. 
Observing precisely what is called a public facility is that all humans need it in their daily life. Therefore, if the facility is lost, 
then people are sorted out and try to find it. This situation is similar (to the condition) of every tribe that divided when they lost 
water or grazing land for their animals and livestock (Fawaz, 2014). Therefore, everything related to public means is needed by 
humans in their daily life, and they will be divided when they lose it, so this matter is public property. 
According to Syekh Abdul Qadim Zallum, the thing that is included in the type of public ownership is an instrument used in it 
because the law and ownership status is the same, namely as public property. Therefore, the means for extracting water for public 
use from springs, wells, rivers, lakes as well as tools for channeling water, and the channels that connect it to houses, including 
public property, are following the status of the water they issue; its distribution and distribution to people's homes, also belong to 
the public. Unless these tools are made over large lakes and rivers, such as the Nile or the Euphrates, they may become private 
property and be used privately (Zallum, 2004). 
As the power plants are built on (sources) of water for public use, such as canals and rivers and supporting poles, their wire 
networks, and stations are public property. This is because these tools generate electricity from the public property so that the 
legal status of these tools is the same, namely public property (Hasan, 2015). 
Likewise, the power plants and their stations, the supporting poles, and the wire networks are public property - although 
electricity is generated through these devices - if electricity is obtained from the fuel process. Generally, this is the case, and so is 
the light that it generates. The same electricity is used for cooking, heating, running factory equipment, or smelting mining metal. 
At that time, the function of electricity was the same as fire, while the fire was part of public property. So, the means of production, 
the stations, the other devices, the supporting poles, and the wired network are the same, are public property (Zallum, 2004). 
It is the same as the natural gas and coal industries are also classified as public ownership based on the characteristic of the 
nature of natural gas and coal, which are public property. Because of the condition (which is natural) is a valuable mineral and part 
of the fire (Zallum, 2004). Meanwhile, according to M. Ismail Yusanto and M. Arif Yunus, public facilities included in the collective 
property criteria are public facilities that are very large in number and needed by the general public. If the number is limited, such 
as small wells in the village or so on, then the well can be owned by an individual, and in this condition, the well water belongs to 
the individual Yusanto & Yunus, 2009. Based on the description above, it is clear that something in the public interest is anything 
that if it is not fulfilled in a community, anywhere, whether in a village or a city, then the community will dispute it. Therefore, 
these objects are considered public facilities. 
3.1.2 The unlimited quantities of mineral 
According to Sheikh Taqiyuddin An-Nabhani (1996), the category of public ownership of unlimited mineral can be seen from the 
following sentence: 
 
عدن رد  :فيه قسمان  ,أماالم نسبة للف كبرية بال عترب كمية  كمية ال ت المقدار ب م غري حمدود  ,قسم حمدود  وقس
 المقدار 
 
Regarding mineral (natural resources) as a general ownership category, it can be classified into two things; (1) limited quantity 
of mineral, not much according to individual size; and (2) unlimited amount of mineral From the verse above, it is understood that 
according to Syekh Taqiyuddin An-Nabhani that mineral which is included in the category of public ownership are mineral which 
is unlimited in quantity. However, a limited mineral is not included in public ownership, so it can be owned by an individual and 
becomes an individual property (private property). Thus, for a limited number of minerals and individuals are allowed to own it, 
the law of rikaz (zakat of mineral) applies - in which there are 1/5 of the assets which must be issued zakat from the acquisition of 
these assets. 
According to Syekh Taqiyuddin An-Nabhani (1996), the existence of an unlimited number of minerals as the public property 
includes all minerals; both visible minerals, which can be obtained without any effort and which they can use, such as salt, 
antimony, precious stones and so on; or minerals that are in the bowels of the earth, which cannot be obtained other than by hard 
work such as gold, silver, iron, copper, tin and so on; both solid and liquid such as kerosene. This can be seen from the following 
sentence: 
 
طع ملاك اعما عدن اذلي ال ينق غري  ,وهو كون م يلها من  ىت يوصل إ ال رة  ظاه ال عدن  لكها سوآء الم عدن  ؤنةيشمل الم  ,م
عون بها ينتف نلاس  لح ,ينتابها ا قوت  ,والكحل  ,اكلم يل ابهها ,وا اطنة,وما ش ابل عدن  ىت ال يوصل إيلها إال  ,أماكن من الم ال
ؤونة عمل والم اذلهب ,بال عدن  حلديد ,والفضة  ,اكلم حلاس ,وا رصاص ,وا اكبللور أم  ,وماشلكها ,وال آء أاكنت جامدة  وس
نلفظ  ة اك  سائل
 
From the verse above, it is known that Syekh Taqiyuddin An-Nabhani in discussing minerals that can be grouped into public 
property, where the minerals are not seen from the point of view of whether or not it is difficult to get the minerals. However, 
whether the mineral is a minor or small quantity or vice versa, the minerals are in large quantity. In this case, he divides the 
minerals into visible and easily accessible forms, and there are large quantities of minerals in the earth's bowels; to get it requires 
great effort. 
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In discussing the criteria for the minerals that can be grouped into public property, Syekh Abdul Qadim Zallum explained that 
the number of minerals is unlimited; is mineral whose amount (deposit) is very abundant. But, on the other hand, minerals 
(deposits) are minor, and the amount is very limited is classified as private property so that someone may own it (Zallum, 2004). 
According to Syekh Abdul Qadim Zallum, mining gold, silver, and other mining goods with tiny amounts (deposits) - not 
economical and not for trading - is classified as private property. Therefore, someone may own it, and for the State, they can give 
mining goods like that to them. It's just that they are obliged to pay khumus (one-fifth) of (goods) produced to Baitul Maal, whether 
the exploited is minor or a lot (Zallum, 2004). 
Then, in discussing mining goods that are included in the category of public property assets, Syekh Abdul Qadim Zallum 
distinguishes between open-pit mining goods (found in the earth's surface) whose exploitation does not require serious effort, 
such as salt mining or (stone) eye shadow; with mining goods found in the bowels of the earth, whose exploitation requires serious 
effort, such as gold, silver, iron, copper, graphite, tin, chromium, uranium, phosphate and other mining goods. Likewise, whether 
in solid forms (ore) such as gold and iron, or liquid forms such as petroleum, or gas such as natural gas (Zallum, 2004). 
Based on the opinion above, it can be understood that mining goods that are included in the category of public ownership are 
mining goods in large quantities, either visible or open without the need of effort to get it or in the bowels of the earth; who take 
effort to get it, both in the form of liquid and solid. Therefore, it is caused by the mining goods that can be classified as public 
property are mining goods that are not seen from the nature, form, and method of obtaining them. However, these mining goods 
are measured in terms of the quantity of the mining goods themselves. 
3.1.2 The Natural Resources which The Formation Prevents Individual Control against It 
The third category of public ownership is natural resources whose formation prevents individual control. According to Syekh 
Taqiyuddin An-Nabhani (1996), these are objects that include public benefits. This can be seen from the following sentence: 
 
ا رد حبياذته لف اص ا عة تكوينها يمنع اختص طبي ىت  عامة ,أما الشياء ال ع ال ىت تشمل ىلع المناف ال ان  إن  ,ويه .فيه األعي
ول رافق ؛ اكنت تدخل ىف القسم األ عة ألنها م جلما ألول  ,ا ن القسم ا عتها ,ولكنها ختتلف ع طبي ن  أيت أنه ال ,من حيث أ  ي
رد  الف كها  لكه  ,فيها أن يمل أيت أن يم ت األول فإنه ي رد خبالف القسم  الف  
 
The objects whose formation prevents to own privately are objects that include public benefit. Although these objects are 
included in the first group, because they are public facilities, they differ from the first group in their nature, namely that individuals 
cannot own them. This is different from the first group, which individuals can own. For example, liquid substances can indeed be 
owned by individuals. However, individuals are prohibited from owning it if a community needs water. This is different, for 
example, roads, because roads are not possible owned by individuals. 
The verse above shows that public ownership, which is included in the third category, has been stipulated by shari'a to prevent 
someone from owning it, although individuals may own something. However, the property is prohibited for individuals to own 
because the public needs these resources. 
According to Abdurrahman al-Maliki, if this type of public property is public facilities like ownership of the first type, the 
argument includes public facilities. But, this second type is based on the origin of its formation prevents a person from owning it, 
so it is permissible to have the necessities of the public (al-Maliki, 2001). 
Meanwhile, according to Syekh Abdul Qadim Zallum, the public ownership of the third type is in the form of public facilities 
like ownership of the first type, then the argument is that the argument includes public facilities. It's just that this second type - 
according to the origin of its formation - prevents a person from owning it. The condition is different from the first type which the 
origin of its formation does not prevent someone from owning it - for example - they may personally own a small well (spring) that 
does not interfere with the needs of many people (Zallum, 2004). 
Then, it was explained further by Syekh Abdul Qadim Zallum that there is no control/fencing of public property except by the 
State. The meaning of this hadith is that one cannot control something that belongs to all humans for himself. The trains, trams, 
electric supporting poles, water lines, water pipes located on public roads are public property, so their condition must still be made 
part of the public road. The act of taking over a part of the public road permanently and singling out the individual for control over 
time is the same as mastery. It cannot be controlled/fenced off except by the State. Everything mentioned earlier is public property 
(Zallum, 2004). 
From the description above regarding the criteria for public property assets, it can be concluded that Islam provides clear 
boundaries of public property, so that these limitations make individuals and communities, in seeking and collecting assets, let the 
wealth obtained, not just obtaining property in terms of quantity or physicality but also the assets obtained are truly lawful and a 
blessing. Then, the apparent limitations of ownership of the assets help the government carry out the political economy in a 
country. Thus, in the management and control of assets, the State (government) is not wrong in making a policy, by giving 
individuals the right not only to use the public property but also to give the right to control these assets, through privatization of 
natural resources or assets public. Because Islam has decided that public property cannot be controlled or owned by individuals, 
but only have the right to use it. 
3.2 The Privatization of Public Assets 
In Babylon English Arabic Dictionary, the Privatization is: 
 
ء خاص؛ نقل الملكية من الحكومة إىل أيد أشخاصاخلصخصة ي , جعل الش   
"Privatization is making something to be private property or transferring state ownership to private property 
forever". 
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The explanation above can be seen clearly from the definition below, which is:  
 
ص خص اص ,خ يشء خ عل ال راد ,ج ن قوى حكومية إىل أف عة من الملكية  ؛نقل اتلحكم م غيري عمل أو صنا ت
ردية ة ف ردي أو ملكي عامة إىل حتكم ف .ال  
Privatization is to specialize something or transfer government management to remote control or change the 
collective property to private property. 
 
From several kinds of literature, experts in defining the meaning of privatization, both broadly and narrowly. In a broad sense, 
privatization refers to changing the relationship between the government and the private sector (Kay & Thompson, 1986; Fatima 
& Rehman, 2012). Meanwhile, privatization in a narrow sense, as defined by Pas, Lowes, & Davies (1998), is the denationalization 
of industry, changing from government ownership to private ownership. Meanwhile, according to Dunleavy in Bastian, 
privatization is a permanent transfer of goods and services production activities carried out by state companies to private 
companies or in the form of non-public organizations, such as non-governmental organizations (Bastian, 2002). Likewise, Pirie 
defines privatization as the transfer of public goods and services to the private sector. This shift has resulted in a change in the 
management of public sector companies to private mechanisms (Bastian, 2002). 
In Basley and Littlechild's view, although the word privatization can generally be interpreted as 'company formation', 
according to the Company Act Privatization, privatization is defined as a continuing sale of at least 50% of the shares owned by the 
government to private shareholders. So, the idea of privatization is a concept of industrial development by increasing the role of 
market power (Bastian, 2002). 
A common thread is drawn from the various definitions above that privatization transfers assets (ownership) that the State 
previously controls to become private property. This definition of privatization is by Law Number 19 the Year 2003 about BUMN 
(state-owned enterprise). In article 1 section 12 of the BUMN constitution, it is stated that privatization is the sale of shares of 
Persero (Limited Liability Company), either partially or entirely, to other parties to improve company performance and value, 
increase benefits for the State and society and expand shares by the public (BUMN, 2003). Based on current facts, many countries, 
especially those still in the developing category, have implemented policies to privatize public assets. Many countries are 
implementing these policies that cannot be separated from the shift in views on the State's role in regulating the economy. 
According to Rahmat S. Labib, the privatization policy is a local policy designed globally (Labib, 2005). 
From his analysis, two factors encourage the policy of privatization of public assets or public ownership, namely: First; 
internally; the privatization policy got the legality of law and constitution in a country, such as Indonesia, the existence of Law 
Number 19 the Year 2003 concerning BUMN which was passed on June 19, 2003. Second, externally; the factors that encourage 
privatization in a country are issues, and the global trend towards a free market (free market) and a more prominent role of the 
economy; with the assumption that the assets owned are mainly carried out by the private sector (private sector) (Labib, 2005). 
According to Filomilo Sta Ana, externally, the courage to privatize public assets was caused by pressure from multilateral 
institutions that played an essential role in implementing various privatization policies in various countries (Ana, 1999). 
Meanwhile, according to Roy, the privatization policy in a country was caused by pressure from international financial institutions 
such as the World Bank, IMF, world economic recession, oil price instability, and so on (Sembel, 1998). Based on various opinions 
from economic experts, the privatization policy of public assets is a global scenario planned and carried out by a superpower 
country (in power) in controlling the natural wealth of a country. Thus, privatization closely relates to a country's ideology, 
considering that the privatization policy was not born from a vacuum. However, it is in a mainstream capitalist economic system 
that promotes economic liberalization and free markets. 
Theoretically, the capitalist system only recognizes one form of ownership, namely private property. Therefore, the 
privatization policy aims to provide opportunities for capital to own and control various public assets by themselves. 
In Indonesia, the privatization policy of public assets (natural resources) has been going strong since the enactment of the Oil 
and Gas Law Number 22 the Year 2001. Since then, the public has been treated to chaotic information regarding oil and gas 
management in this country almost every year. According to Oil and Gas Implementing Agency (BP Migas), there are 29 blocks of 
72 Oil and Gas (Migas) in the country whose contracts will expire until 2021. They are Block Siak (Riau) with the operator Chevron 
Pacific Indonesia, which will expire in 2013; Mahakam Offshore Block (East Kalimantan) with operator Total E&P Indonesia 
(2017), Sanga-Sanga Block (East Kalimantan) with contractor VICO and Southeast Sumatra Block managed by CNOOC (2018). In 
addition, in the Bula Block (Maluku) with the Kalrez operator (2019), the South Jambi B Block managed by Conoco Phillips (2020), 
and the Muriah Block (Central Java) managed by Petronas (2021). 
Government policies have consistently favored private companies, both local and foreign, so there have been many reactions 
from the public. In 2012, 3 cases came to the attention of the public due to government policies in favor of the case, the Siak Block 
case in Riau, which BUMD eventually managed, the Tangguh Block case in Papua, which was exchanged for the "Gelar Kesatria 
Salib" and the most shocking was the Mahakam Block case which it came out the threat of "disintegration" from the people of East 
Kalimantan if the Mahakam Block is still given to foreigners (BPMIGAS, 2012). From the description above, it is clear that almost 
every island in Indonesia has public assets, and these assets have been controlled by foreigners or individuals (privatization) 
utilizing privatization. The control of these public assets is a permit that has been granted by the state (government) through a 
stipulated law. 
The permits granted to local and foreign private companies for new mines or contract extensions for those already in progress, 
such as the Mahakam Block, Tangguh Block, which was given to British Petroleum, a gold mine in Irian Jaya which was given to PT. 
The United States of Freeport and thousands of other contracts of work always lead to two classic reasons put forward by the 
government: the inability of Pertamina and other BUMNs from the technical side and the inability of the capital side (Hidayatullah, 
2012). 
The technology and capital issues are often the classic reasons for the government to hand over oil and gas exploration to 
foreign parties. However, the first problem, namely oil and gas exploration technology, and mineral and coal exploration, is not the 
main problem. Pertamina and other BUMNs have been able to carry out oil and gas and mineral and coal exploration both onshore 
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(land), offshore (offshore), and in the deep sea (deep water). On share is a form of exploration on land. Pertamina, with its domestic 
experts, has been able to detect and explore it without any hindrance. For example, the discovery of oil reserves in the Cepu Block 
is an expert from Pertamina. Pertamina also states that it is technologically capable of exploring it without foreign assistance 
(Hidayatullah, 2012). 
On the other side, offshore oil and gas exploration in marine areas, both offshore, shallow sea, and deep sea. Pertamina often 
has been doubted about its capabilities in offshore oil and gas exploration and is even considered incapable of both technology and 
capital. However, it is proven that Pertamina can explore the West Madura Block, even the results have increased compared to the 
Oil and Gas Implementing Agency (BP Migas) (Hidayatullah, 2012). 
For the capital aspect, if the government or Pertamina does not have funds, many financial institutions or banks can guarantee 
credit disbursement if Pertamina has an underlying asset (guarantee). Primarily if this is supported by government guarantees 
through the ownership of national oil and gas reserves by Pertamina as a state-owned company like other countries, such as 
Venezuela or Malaysia through its Petronas. 
In the middle of complaints and concern over government policies regarding the management of natural resources, especially 
oil and gas, the Constitutional Court provided good news by granting Islamic organizations and several figures against the existence 
of the Oil and Gas Law and BP Migas. The impact of the cancellation of several articles in the Oil and Gas Law and the basis for the 
existence of BP Migas, such as Article 1 number 23 and other articles, is the dissolution of BP Migas. Some people think that the 
dissolution of BP Migas can restore state sovereignty over oil and gas (Hidayatullah, 2012). Based on the description above, it is 
understood that the essence of oil and gas liberalization that provides opportunities for the privatization of natural resources is 
not actually in the existence of an institution such as BP Migas. The essence of liberalization lies in Article 9, paragraph 1, stating 
that Upstream and Downstream Oil and Gas Businesses "can be implemented by: State-Owned Enterprises; Regional owned 
enterprises; Cooperative; Small business; Private Business Entity. " The word "can" in article 9 paragraph 1 causes the position of 
BUMN to be equated with BUMS (Private Owned Enterprises). With this equalization of positions, BUMN loses its oil and gas 
management privileges, which the constitution should have given as the State's hand in managing natural resources or public 
assets. 
Furthermore, if the Oil and Gas BUMN wants to manage an oil and gas block, it must participate in a tender with other BUMS. 
The results are extraordinary. Nearly 90% of our oil resources are controlled by the private sector, both local and foreign. In fact, 
for this year's budget, according to the Minister of BUMN, Dahlan Iskan, foreign contractors still dominate 75% of oil and gas 
projects in the country. Even though BP Migas is dissolved, if this article 9 still exists, then oil and gas privatization and 
liberalization will continue. 
Technology and capital are not the main issues. Moreover, as the only BUMN in the oil and gas sector, Pertamina has no less 
excellent capabilities than foreign companies. The main issue is the government that does not side with the people but with global 
capitalists. This is proven in several cases in this country, such as Cepu Block oil and gas mine or the gold mine, Freeport, and 
Newmont. 
For example, in the Cepu Block and Freeport, Cepu Block was easily handed over to Exxon-Mobile due to pressure from the US 
government. At the same time, the gold mine in Irian Jaya continued to be controlled by Freeport. As a result, the wealth in this 
country cannot be controlled and utilized optimally by its people. 
There are currently 60 oil and gas contractors in oil and gas management, which are categorized into three groups. First: Super 
Major, consisting of Exxon-Mobile, Total Fina Elf, BP Amoco Arco, and Texaco, which control 70% oil reserves and 80% gas 
reserves. Second: Major, consisting of Conoco, Repsol, Unocal, Santa Fe, Gulf, Premier, Lasmo, Inpex, and Japex, which control 18% 
oil reserves and 15% gas reserves. Third: independent companies; controls 12% oil reserves and 5% gas reserves (Hidayatullah, 
2012). 
In the case of PT. Freeport Indonesia, from the mine in Papua itself, Indonesia should have received a profit of Rp 50–100 
billion per year, when the State manages the management of mines which are public assets, not the private sector, through 
privatization. On the other hand, Japanese companies also enjoy most nickel mining because nearly 53% of the Japanese nickel 
industry's needs are supplied from nickel mining products from Indonesia. Therefore, the government does not side with the 
people or is not by shari'ah arises from the mindset of the government, which is liberal and capitalistic, thus becoming the 
privatization of public assets. This was supported by the DPR, which apply liberal and capitalistic laws and regulations such as the 
Oil and Gas Law Number 22 the Year 2001 and the Minerba Law Number 4 the Year 2009 (Hidayatullah, 2012). 
3.3 Islamic Economic Analysis of the Idea of Syekh Taqimuddin An-Nabhani on the Privatization of Public Assets 
Chapter I explained in chapter I in the research method section that this research is library research, namely by examining books 
and writings, including examining books that result from Taqiyuddin An-Nabhani's idea on privatization of public assets. In this 
case, the writer collects the various data needed, and then the data is analyzed using content analysis techniques (content analysis), 
namely studying the messages that exist in various literature starting from vocabulary, sentence patterns, and situation 
backgrounds. In analyzing the ideas of Sheikh Taqiyuddin An -Nabhani about the privatization of public assets, the writer always 
makes shara' law (shari'a rules in economics) as the basis for analyzing these ideas. Then compare his ideas with other scholars 
who also discuss the same topic and problem: the privatization of public assets. 
3.3.1 The Privatization of Public Assets According to Syekh Taqiyuddin An-Nabhani  
Based on the discussion that has been previously described, it is known that in discussing the privatization of public assets, Syekh 
Taqiyuddin An-Nabhani discussed, in general, the concept of ownership is public ownership. From his thinking, it is known that 
public ownership is the right of all Muslims, which Ash-Shari has determined ', but in its management, it is submitted and entrusted 
to the caliph (State), then the results are returned to the Muslims in the form of facilities and services. Thus, all types of assets that 
are included in the category of public ownership assets, individuals are prohibited from controlling and managing them, but 
individuals are allowed to take advantage of the results of the management. Therefore, based on the description above, the 
privatization of public assets is included in public ownership, which is a policy and a forbidden act. 
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3.3.2 The Privatization According to Economic Scholars and Thinkers 
From the description above, the opinions of Islamic economic scholars and thinkers about the privatization of public assets and 
the ideas of Syekh Taqiyuddin An-Nabhani that it is known that there are no differences in opinion of other scholars (such as Sheikh 
Abdul Qadim Zallum, Abdurrahman Al-Maliki, and others) with the ideas of Syekh Taqiyuddin An-Nabhani on the matter of 
privatization of public assets. From the work of Islamic economic scholars and thinkers as previously described above, it is 
understood that scholars and other Islamic economic thinkers are relevant to the ideas of Syekh Taqiyuddin An-Nabhani in the 
issue of privatization of public assets. The prohibition of privatization of public assets according to scholars and other Islamic 
economic thinkers, because observing the various activities and policies of the ruler (State) to privatize public assets, because 
privatized public assets are assets that fall into the category of public property assets; and there is no right or reason for the 
individual (someone) to control and own the asset. However, an individual (someone) is only given the right to take advantage of 
the results of his management in the form of facilities and services provided by the State (ruler). 
3.3.3 The Analysis of The Researcher 
From the literature review that has been done by the writer on the ideas of Syekh Taqiyuddin An-Nabhani about the privatization 
of public assets, it is known that the prohibition on managing public assets are included in the category of public ownership is due 
to the existence of texts clearly and firmly in their management. 
The policy of transferring public assets belonging to public property to private ownership is a policy that is contrary to Islamic 
economics; and contrary to (hadith) Rasulullah SAW; in the management of these assets. In this case, Ash-Shari gave authority to 
the State (caliph) in managing it; The results of managing these assets are returned to the people (the society) in the form of 
facilities and services. The provision of facilities and services to the community by the State is a form of obligation and the role that 
the State must play in economic matters. According to M. Arif Yunus, there are several roles and state policies in economic matters, 
namely: 1) Formulating and planning economic policies, 2) Management of public and State property rights, 3) Maintaining market 
mechanisms; 4) Supervision and punishment of economic crimes (Yusanto & Yunus, 2004). 
The roles and policies above are one of the obligations carried out by the State, as explained by Ibn Taimiyyah, where the state 
and state leadership are an Islamic obligation. To regulate all public affairs is an obligation. It cannot be built without good State 
institutions. There are so many cases that are the obligation of all Muslims that cannot be carried out without State institutions 
because they require strength, organization, and authority. For example, Jihad and law enforcement cannot be appropriately 
handled without involving the role and power of the State (Islahi, 2005). Based on the provisions above, all forms of public assets 
and their derivatives are included in the category of BUMN engaged in the mining and energy industry, such as PT Aneka Tambang, 
PT Tambang Timah, PT Tambang Batu Bara are absolute and must not be privatized. This is confirmed by the category "fire" 
stipulated in the Hadith of the Prophet SAW. "Humans are united in three things: water, pasture, and fire ..."; Because what is meant 
by "fire" is fuel and everything related to it, so that oil, natural gas, tin and coal, and all their exploration tools are included in the 
public ownership. 
In this context, the State is not only prohibited from privatizing these state-owned enterprises but is also obliged to revoke 
mining goods management permits that have already been granted to private parties. From this case, the Indonesian government 
is obliged to revoke the exploration permit of the giant foreign oil company Exxon through PT. Caltex and PT. Freeport Indonesia 
in Papua, which manages a gold mine. This is different from PT. Semen Gresik and PT. Krakatau Steel, whose production status can 
be owned individually, can privatize it provided that the shares sold must not exceed 55%. Although individuals can own these 
companies' products, they can affect the prices of other goods, such as house prices, rental prices, construction prices, and so on. 
In the telecommunication and transportation services sector involving PT. Telkom and PT. Indosat, which provides 
telecommunication services, can be classified into the state ownership type even though they are included in public affairs and 
ownership services. Even if this type of service already has competitors from the private sector, the State still has to provide 
services to its citizens in this field. It is hoped that this will provoke and lead to healthy competition, which will continue to increase 
the business of these services to customers and lead to competitive prices. This is different if PT. Telkom and PT. Indosat is the 
only player in this sector, in other words, PT. Telkom is the only company that handles cable telephones in Indonesia. 
In the sea and air transportation services sector, PT. Angkasa Pura and PT. Pelindo II and III can also be classified under public 
ownership because the sea and air are public property, so that ports and airports as berths are also classified as public property. 
So that, the company also cannot be privatized, including PT. KAI and PT. Jasa Marga. This is different from PT PELNI, which 
manages sea transportation services because ships can be owned individually from the type of vehicle. Even though in terms of 
infrastructure, the sea is a type of public ownership, in its operation, it does not prevent anyone from considering the vastness of 
the ocean (compared to railways, so the ownership status is different). 
In the plantation and forestry sector, PT. Perkebunan Nusantara can be classified into state ownership types but can be 
privatized. This is because land can be owned individually, so ownership of agricultural and plantation businesses is also individual. 
This is different from the forestry sector, a type of public ownership that cannot be privatized. Privatization of the agricultural and 
plantation sectors is allowed if the State can guarantee the stability of the prices of agricultural and plantation products. Still, if the 
government cannot provide this guarantee, it is better not to privatize it. 
Based on the description above, it is understood that Syekh Taqiyuddin An-Nabhani's idea about the privatization of public 
asset management, which is included in the category of public ownership (private property), is an act that is forbidden by shara' 
because shara' has determined and allowed each individual to own it and the management should submit to the State, not to each 
individual through privatization. The prohibition actions that the government takes in privatizing public assets are caused by 
several things, namely: First, the State is not entitled to sell public ownership assets because these assets are not his property, but 
public property. Islam has prohibited the sale of an item that the seller does not own. If this kind of sale occurs, the sale is not legal. 
The hadith of the Prophet Muhammad (n. d., as cited in al-Bani, 2005) stated that: 
 
عُ ) لَيْهِ وََسلهَم الََيِلُّ َبيْ ِ َع ِ َصله اّلله َل رَُسوُل اّلله َل قَ هِ قَ ِ ده بِيهِ َعْن َج
َ
َعييٍْب َعْن أ رِو بِْن ُش يَْس ِعنَْدَك َوال  َعْن َعْم َما لَ
َما لَْم يُْضَمنْ  ُْح  ( َرَواُه اْبُن َماَجه رِب  
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"From Amr ibn Shu'aib from his father from his grandfather he said, "Rasulullah SAW said: "It is not lawful to sell 
something that you do not have, and it is not permissible to take advantage of something that you do not have, and 
may not take advantage of something that is not clear being guaranteed yet (clarity of law)". (HR. Ibnu Majah: 2187) 
 
Second, privatization causes the property to circulate only among the rich, both individuals and companies. Thus, the people 
cannot take advantage of these assets, and the distribution of wealth will be increasingly unbalanced. This is not justified according 
to Islam, as Allah SWT says: 
 
مِنُكۡم   آءِ  ۡغنِيَ
َ
َۡۡيَ ٱأۡل  ََكۡ اَل يَُكوَن ُدولََۢة ب
"Let the treasure not circulate only among the rich" (QS al-Hashr [59]: 7) 
 
Indeed, the verse above forbids the circulation of wealth only among the rich among Muslims (aghniyaâ minkum). However, 
this verse also applies to the rich among the infidels. Because if wealth cannot only be circulated among wealthy Muslims, it is not 
allowed to only circulate among rich kafirs. It is based on the practice of mafhum muwafaqah in the science of ushul fiqih. 
Third, privatization creates domination and hegemony of the kafirs over the Muslims. By this privatization, capitalist 
individuals or companies will later dominate and control Islamic countries, both economic and political. Islamic countries will be 
caught in the grip of economic imperialism. Islam forbids this, Allah SWT says: 
 
"And Allah will never make way for the disbelievers to destroy those who believe" (TQS. An-Nisa' [4]: 141) 
 
Ibn Katsir (2008) stated that "let us not open up opportunities in all aspects, which allow the infidels to control the Muslims. 
From this statement, it is obvious here that the capital sector is a public asset. If an infidel controls it, it will result in total economic 
control. It can be so up to political domination, which could destroy humankind (Azarqo, 1988). 
Fourth, privatization is an intermediary (wasilah) for the emergence of harm for Muslims. As explained earlier, privatization 
will cause unemployment due to layoffs, increase poverty due to reduced employee salaries, eliminate sources of state income, 
burden consumers with inflated prices or tariffs due to high taxes on privatized companies, squander the country's wealth on the 
non-productive sector, prevents the people from utilizing public property assets, and provides an opportunity for the entry of 
attacks by capitalist thought and culture on the Muslims. All of this constitutes harm and disadvantage that Islam prohibits. 
Therefore, privatization, which leads to that direction, is also forbidden. Zuhdi (1992) stated that: 
 
رام  حلرام ح  الوسيلة إىل ا
"All means are prohibited, the law is also haram". 
 
Even though privatization is advertised to produce benefits, privatization creates and has harmful effects, negating and erasing 
the profits. According to Zuhdi (1992), several dangers or losses resulting from privatization (public assets) are: 
Centralized assets of a country in the agricultural, industrial, and trade sectors to a handful of individuals or companies with 
large capital and sophisticated management, technology, and strategy. This means that the majority of the people are prevented 
from obtaining and utilizing these assets. These assets ended up circulating only among the rich. Thus, privatization will exacerbate 
the poor distribution of wealth. This has been evident in capitalist countries, especially the United States and Europe. 
Privatization in Islamic countries with opening doors to foreign investors, both individuals and companies, means plunging 
Islamic countries into the grip of economic imperialism. This is because these capitalist individuals or companies that will later 
dominate and control Islamic countries. Furthermore, there will be a robbery of the wealth of Islamic countries and at the same 
time for the strengthening of political domination over the government and people of these Islamic countries. Foreign investors 
will only seek the maximum profit in the shortest possible time, regardless of people's needs for goods and services. They will also 
ignore efforts to revive the industries of Islamic countries. Ironically, some Islamic countries that obey privatization provisions 
have given foreign investors the strategic title partner. Of course, the intention is to show that they are good while hiding their true 
nature. 
The transfer of ownership, especially in the industrial and agricultural sectors, from state / public ownership to individual 
ownership, will generally result in layoffs or reduced employee salaries. This is because investors in the capitalist economic system 
tend to think that layoffs or reducing employee salaries are the easiest and fastest ways to reduce production costs and improve 
product quality. In turn, the number of unemployed and poor people will increase. Even though it is well known that 
unemployment and poverty significantly affect the condition of society, the level of production, and economic growth. 
Abolishing public ownership or state ownership means that the State releases itself from its obligations towards the people. 
The State will not be able to carry out many responsibilities it should bear because the State has lost its sources of income. The 
State will no longer be able to fulfill the basic needs of the poor perfectly. The State will also no longer be able to properly fulfill the 
people's health and education needs, and so on. 
The State will be busy looking for new sources of income to replace the sources of income it has sold. And the State will not get 
any other feasible source, apart from imposing high taxes on the various factories, sectors, and business entities that it has sold or 
those individuals own. This will inflate the prices and tariffs that burden society. In other words, it is the consumers themselves 
who will pay the tax to the State, not the investors. If the State is no longer responsible for its people and unemployment increases, 
it will create a vulnerable and very dangerous social condition. 
The State's funds from public or state ownership are generally not managed in productive sectors. Much of it will run out as 
desired from international institutions like the IMF to be spent on infrastructure development, environmental preservation, human 
resource development, etc. All of these are doors to absorb foreign capital from outside. This is an act of squandering the people's 
wealth by spending the people's assets for the benefit of foreign investors. 
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Obstructing the society from obtaining their rights is to utilize public property assets, such as water, oil, water transportation 
facilities, and ports. Thus, privatization is a tyranny that damages people's livelihoods. Imam ibn Taymiyyah said the State is 
responsible for distributing wealth throughout society because the State only has a role in representing the ummah, not to own it 
(Taymiyyah, 1998). 
Privatizing mass media, especially television and radio, will allow attacks on capitalist thought and culture. This poses a 
civilization hazard to the ummah because the ummah will be fed with the mindset and spirit of kufr, with depraved and low 
Western moral standards and behavior. 
Based on the description and explanation of the privatization of public assets according to the ideas of Sheikh Taqiyuddin An-
Nabhani above, it is understood that:  
As a religion of shamil and kamil, Islamic Shari'at presents an economic system that is different from other economic systems, 
including the capitalist and socialist systems and their parts. In this system, Islamic economics harmonizes and protects two 
different interests, the interests of the world and the interests of the hereafter, by involving the State as the representative of Allah 
on earth (khalifatullah) and at the same time as the mandate holder of all its people based on the provisions of shara' as stated in 
the Qur'an, al-hadith, ijma 'and al-qiyas. 
Privatization in the Islamic economic system has long been known. This is permissible as long as the type of individual property 
ownership and some types of state property with a guarantee of price stability by the State, and not the type of property classified 
as public ownership. This is because Allah has provided nature and its contents for the welfare of all humankind and is not just for 
a few people. 
Privatization is not allowed for BUMN with the following categories: First, BUMN manages public facilities that are the 
community's livelihood, such as the category of water, grassland, and fire. Second, BUMN manages natural resources whose 
formation character cannot be controlled by individuals or a specific group. The third, state-owned enterprises (BUMN) that 
manage mining goods with unlimited deposits, such as gold, silver, iron, copper, oil, tin, etc. 
In addition, in discussing the privatization of public assets from Sheikh Taqiyuddin An-Nabhani, the writer considers that 
Sheikh Taqiyuddin An-Nabhani seeks to conduct a critical analysis of the concept of economic thought that exists in Islam with 
concepts outside of Islam; namely capitalism and socialism. Thus, from his thinking, it is found that privatization of public assets is 
a policy that comes up from the concept of capitalism which only recognizes one concept of ownership, namely individual 
ownership (private property). 
Conceptually, this is contrary to Islam. It is caused that Islam does not recognize a single concept of ownership, such as 
individual ownership (in capitalism) and state ownership alone (in socialism). However, Islam recognizes three concepts of 
ownership, namely individual, public, and state ownership. Each ownership has clear boundaries and has been regulated and 
defined by Asy- Syari'; as described above. 
The ownership in an Islamic economic perspective is one of the pillars of the economy. According to Yusanto and Yunus (2009), 
there are three pillars in the economy, namely (1) ownership, consisting of individual, public, and state ownership; (2) 
management, consisting of utilization and development. In terms of utilization, there is use for oneself, dependents, and the 
community. Meanwhile, development can be carried out through real economic concepts, such as trade, agriculture, industry, and 
services; (3) distribution of wealth to society. In this case, this is done through two mechanisms, namely the economic mechanism; 
and non-economic mechanisms. 
The distribution of wealth, either through economic or non-economic mechanisms, has mandatory legal status, and some have 
sunnah legal status. Economic mechanisms with mandatory status include baitul maal (state treasury), taxes (dharibah). 
Meanwhile, economic mechanisms have the status of sunnah law, such as responsibility (takaful) and encouragement of qardh al-
hasan. As for non-economic mechanisms with mandatory legal status is; in the form of zakat and inheritance. Meanwhile, the non-
economic mechanism with the status of sunnah law is in the form of sunnah alms (Yusanto & Yunus, 2009). Thus it is clear that the 
State's plans and policies in granting control and ownership of public assets through privatization of public assets; and not just the 
use of these assets is a policy that is contrary to the concept of Islamic economics because various public assets and their derivatives 
are mandates from the people (ummah) given to the ruler (State) in their management. In this case, the State may not give it to 
individuals or the private sector through privatization; or privatization of these public assets by handing them over to foreigners. 
4. CONCLUSION 
Based on the description and explanation in the discussion related to the privatization of public assets according to the ideas of 
Syekh Taqiyuddin An-Nabhani, it can be concluded that Syek Taqiyuddin An-Nabhani, a Muslim economist who lived in the 20th 
century, carried out studies and analysis using an ideological approach (mabda'). It was based on the idea that the economy is one 
of the aspects discussed in Islam; it is part of human affairs with the others. In addition, throughout his studies and analyzes, An-
Nabhani always refers to the sources and legal laws that have been established and agreed upon in Islam, namely based on the al-
Qur'an, al-hadith, ijma 'friends, and qiyas. 
Privatization in the Islamic economic system has long been known, and it is permissible. But, according to Syekh Taqiyuddin 
An-Nabhani, as far as those are the type of individual property ownership (private property) or some types of state property with 
a guarantee of price stability by the State, and not the type of property belonging to the collective property. Allah has provided 
nature and its contents for the welfare of all humankind and is not just for a few people. 
In response to that argument, therefore, privatization is not allowed for BUMN (State-owned companies) with the following 
categories: First, BUMN that manage public facilities that are the livelihood of the community, such as the water, grassland, and 
fire categories. Second, BUMN manages natural resources whose formation character cannot be controlled by specific individuals 
or groups. Third, state-owned companies (BUMN) manage mining goods with unlimited deposits, such as gold, silver, iron, copper, 
oil, tin, etc. 
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